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Abstract
Fillomino is a logical puzzle game
invented by Nikoli Company in Japan.
Fillomino is played on a rectangular cell
with no standard size; the internal cell lines
are often dotted. Some cells of the cell start
containing numbers, referred to as "givens".
In this paper, we propose a puzzle solving
algorithm to treat these problems. Based on
the fact the Fillomino are compact and
contiguous, some logical rules are deduced
to paint some cells. Experimental results
show that our algorithm can solve
Fillominos successfully and efficient, and
the processing speed is significantly faster
than that of depth first search algorithm.

1. Introduction
Recently, many puzzle games popular
in world. These puzzle games of Rules are
usually simple, but solving them needs
excellent logic concept. With contemplation,
it is possible to finish these games, such as
Sudoku, Nurikabe, Number Link, and some
puzzle games.
Because of the popularity of puzzle
games, many related studies become very
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popular. There are some directions for these
studies. Some put focus on the generation of
questions, trying to use the least implied
numbers to generate a question with only
one answer. Some try to demonstrate some
puzzle games are NP-Complete problems
[2][6]; besides, studying how to use
programs to rapidly solve these puzzle
games is an important direction. Previous
researchers tried to use pattern match and
DFS to solve Nonograms puzzle games
[2][3], and had breakthrough in the speed of
solving them. However, DFS may step into a
wrong track, stuck in it, and cause great deal
of resource waste.
In the second chapter, we will introduce
others to the methods to solve puzzle game
and introduce rules of fillomino in details in
third chapter. The major method used in this
research in the fourth chapter, including
intersection method and logic rules.
Experimental results will be presented in the
fifth chapter, and the sixth chapter is
conclusions.

2. Previous works
Yu and Jing [2][3] they used some
logical rules are deduced to paint some cells.
Then, they used the chronological
backtracking algorithm to solve those
undetermined cells and logical rules to
improve the search efficiently. Experimental
results show that they can solve nonogram
puzzles successfully

inspection one cell which only one cell link
to other cell, that we must link it. The last
phase intersection all the possible answer
matches of every cell. If sure one cell belong
which one cell, We immediately fill this cell
that should belong to the number of cell.
Figure 1 that is our algorithm of flow chart.

Fillomino Question

Yen[4][5] they used Logical Reasoning
and Heuristic to solve Nurikabe and
Lights-up, and they can quite efficiency to
solve puzzle. Their experimental results
show that they can solve successfully and
high-speed.

Step1. Only one way connection

Step2. Only one cell link to other
space

3. Game rules
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4

Clues i said, suggesting that the
number of i, the number of cell
connected like figure 8.
In the game have N * M digits to
fill all N * M cell like figure 8.
All of the cells must meet to be
number of block.
The same number of blocks can
not be connected.

Step3. Intersection

Check all cells
Complete?

No

Yes
Fillomino Solution

4. Proposed method
The algorithm of our solver contains
three phases. The first phase and second
phase are logic rule. The third phase is
Intersection. The first phase checked point
which has only one way to connection with
the other cell. If we determine the first one is
true, we can link it with the cell which one
way to connection. The next phase

Figure 1. Flow chart of Fillomino

Step1. Only one way connection
One cell that only has one way to
connection other cell, that cell must be fill
the only other cell numeral. Like figure 2,we
marked the cell to fill 「4」.

We interssection againn to find inttersect
of cell.
c We find Intersect oof cell to filll the
num
meral. Like figure 6. Thhe cell mark
ked that
we can fill 「4」.

Figure 2. A simple step1
1.

Step2. O
Only one cell
c link to other cell
Wee used solidd lines mark
k the cell,
which iss only one cell
c link to other
o
cell. Iff
we don’’t link it wee will violatiion of the ruules,
and the cell no anyy numeral to
o fill it. Likee
figure 33, we used solid line maark the cell and
dotted line mark thhe cells, thesse cells musst to
fill 「66」

Figure 3. A simple step2
2.

Step3. IIntersectioon
Wee used Inteersection in
n one cyclee of
last. Figgure 4 is a simple in corner. Wee do
first annd second phase, we create alll of
numerall possibillities patteern for the
intersecction. Like figure
f
5.

Fiigure 5. All off numeral posssibilities pattern.

Figure 4. A simple.

5. Experim
mental ressults

Figure 66. The patternn Intersect of cell.
c

Wee used three ph
hases reppeat
continuoously until the end of this
t puzzle. We
can effiiciently andd successfullly to solve the
puzzle game. Figuure 7 and Figure
F
8 arre a
simple qquestion and solution.

We found
d 100 of 4 ty
type sizes Fillomino
puzzzles on [1] to verify the validity
y of our
meethod. Our Algorithm
A
bby Microsofft Visual
Stu
udio C# 200
08 of prograam on the computer
c
witth CPU of Intel
I
Core 2 Quad Q95
550 by 1
Thrread, 8 GB
B main mem
mory and Windows
W
Vissta 64-bit OS. Tabble 1 sho
ows the
com
mparison of
o our prroposed algorithm,
Genetic Algo
orithms (GA
A) and CS
SP. Our
pro
oposed algo
orithm takkes 2 seco
onds per
queestion in average. Com
mpared with GA and
CSP, our solveer is quite effficiency.
Table 1. Experimeental Resultt
Averagee Execution time
Puzzle
P

CSP

10x
x10:15

<2
20 min

500.7513 sec

0.1827 sec

18x
x10:30

<4
40 min

1944.5841 sec

0.3574 sec

24x
x14:35

>1
> hr

6711.9538 sec

0.9153 sec

36x
x20:20

>5
> hr

73558.8952sec

1.9917 sec

Sizee : Piece

Figure 7. Simple questtion of Fillomiino

no
Figure 8.Simple solutioon of Fillomin

Our

GA

Algorithm

6. Conclussions
This reseearch studiees how to quickly
solve Fillomin
no. This reesearch tries to use
inteersection method
m
to ssolve this question,
q
and
d proves thaat this methhod can quicckly and
effe
fectively solve Fillominno. Accordin
ng to the
exp
periment ressults, we prroved our allgorithm
thaan the meth
hod using th
the GA or the CSP
mo
ore quickly and efficienntly. Our allgorithm
we use is still a drawbackk to be imprroved. In
Steep3 to createe all possiblle patterns, requires
a lo
ot of memo
ory resourcees. This neeeds to be
imp
proved. At the same time, becaause the
threee phases do not neeed much domain

knowledge basically, we can also try to
apply them to other puzzle games and
expect there will be great results.
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